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CHAPTER ONE

introduction

the church of jesus christ of latterdaylatter saintsday LDS places a

high premium on physical health numerous articles have been written

on the subject over the last few years in LDS church publications and

leaders of the LDS church have spoken on the importance of keeping the

body healthy from these recommendations and various scriptural

references such as moses 51 in the pearl of great priceer and1ce9 section

89 of the doctrineqgctrlne and covenants it seems that the physical body Is

held in high esteem

to encourage church members to be more physically healthy the

LDS church has published a personal and family preparedness list
which includes the area of physical health the LDS church also

sponsors sports programs and physical itnessfitnessatness programs the physical

fitness program called the physical fitness award program was

introduced in 1980 to encourage church members to exercise regularly

by awarding certificates and patches for various levels of physical

activity avant 1981 currently nothing has been written that

indicates the success of the program

although much has been said by LDS church leaders and through

church publications about the need for physical activity some

questions that still need to be answered are

eearlqlgreat
and&gygna

f
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1 what are the LDSLIDS church members doing withwih informatioiinformation

concerning the need for physical finessfitness they have been given and

2 how has this information concerning physical finessfitness

influenced their lives

justification

the latterdaylatter saintday people are goalorientedgoal peopleoriented they set

goals for temple attendance home teaching visiting teaching and

other aspects of life the LDS church leaders who instituted the

physical fitness awards program had a goal of helping church members

become more physically active A study of this nature would help in

assessing how much influence the LDS church Is having in achieving

these goals

statement of the problem

the purpose of this study was to assess the influence that the

church of jesus christ of latterdaylatter saintsday has on the exercise habits

of its members in utah valley

in order to solve the problem answers to the following

subproblems were sought

1 attendance at church

2 the regularity frequency and duration of exercise

3 types of exercise used by the subjects

4 methods used by the LDS church to influence members to

exercise

5 awareness of and participation in the LDS sports program

6 awareness of and participation in the LDS physical fitness

awards program

2

assess I1 ng

prob I1 em
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assumption

it was assumed that valid and reliable datadaa regarding physical

activity were obtained from the responses of subjects involved in the

study

del imitations

the study was delimited to 156 males and 153 females 18 years of

age and older who resided in utah valley

definition of terms

exercise habits that lifestyle that might contribute to physical

fitness

IPSidaI physicalda fitness beardawardheardbhar programprd anqgram7 award given for

participation in activities that can be done throughout one lifetime

to promote a more physically fit body

LUIDS sports program the structured sports program of the LDS

church that includes activities such as volleyball basketball

softballsof golfball and tennis

regular church attender an individual who attends church at

least once a month

regular exerciserexgrr an1g1c7 individual who exercises at least once a

week

res i ded i n va I1 I1 ey

ones
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calcaiisthenicscalisthenics and weight training at that time

walking was the most popular form of exercise activity followed by

cycling isthenicscalisthenics and swimming adults at that time were not

doing much jogging or weight training presidents council 1974

in 1983 the miller brewing company conducted a survey to

determine the interest of people in the united states toward sports

and also to findtind out the percentage of people who engaged in sports

activities fortytwoforty percenttwo of the respondents indicated a high

interest in sports participation and a similar percentage engaged in

at least one athletic activity every day twentyfivetwenty percentfive of the

people reported that they participated in an athletic activity at

least once a weekweeks

cyclcyal ing cal

ahighahagh

CHAPTER tyoTWO

review of literatureLIelle

this

raire

chapter contains a review of the literature concerning

information about the exercise habits of people in the united states

and a survey of the literature concerning statements and articles that

pertain to physical activity and the LDS church

berciseerciseedEer habathabltcis of people in the united staresstates

in 1974 the presidents council on physical fitness and sport

released the results of a survey that was conducted on exercise habits

of people in the united states the results indicated that 55 of

american adults engaged in some sort of exercise program the

exercises that were listed in the survey were walking cycling

jogging swimming

4
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bowling weight training basketball football racquet sports and

aerobic dancing when asked to name the most important reasons why

they engaged in physical activities the people surveyed most often

cited enjoyment of the game improved health release of tension and

improved mental alertness miller 1983

in 1985 the US department of health and human services

conducted a survey on health habits health knowledge and physical

activity the results of the survey indicated that

less than half 42 of the adult population exercise on a
regular basis and only onequarterone havequarter done so for five or more
years A higher percentage of adults in the younger than the
older age groups engage in regular exercise

5

the miller study indicated that many of the people who

participated in sports every day were teenagers two out of three

americans 14 to 17 years of age were classified as the most avid

sports participants as compared to 29 of the 18 to 24 year olds

6 of 25 to 34 year olds 6 of 50 to 64 year olds and only 2 of

those 65 years and older A comparison of male participants vs

female participants revealed that 22 of the men were in the highest

athletic category and 14 of the women were in the same category

the miller study found that swimming was the most popular sport

in america followed by calisthenicsisthenics jogging cycling

thornberry
1986

physical activity and the IDS church

the church of jesus christ of latterdaylatter saintsday has gone to great

lengths to instruct its membership on the importance of maintaining

good physical fitness from the early years of the LDS church up to

the present much has been spoken and printed encouraging members to

take care of their bodies

16

fol lowed ca I1
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I1imitslimitsdimits largely the expression of
the spirit the spirit speaks through the body and only as the
body permits

I1

in his book A rationalratugog theology widsoewidroeW saidsaldI1

0

dstoedatoe

1

sa I1 d

the condition of the body

hence if the body Is in poor condition from
birth man must strengthen it as the days increase if it Is
strong from the beginning he must make ftit stronger widstoeWId
1957

soe

mckay indicated that

the healthy man who takes care of his physical being has
strength and vitality his temple Is a fit place for his spirit
to reside 0 16 it Is necessary therefore to care for our
physical bodies and observe the laws of physical health and
happiness mckay 1952

benson expressed the idea that

physical wellbeingwellweliweil Isbeing1being not only a priceless asset to ones selfseif
it Is also a heritage to be passed on with good health all the
activities of life are greatly enhanced A clean mind in a
healthy body enables one to render far more effective service to
others it helps one provide more vigorous leadership it gives
our very experience in life more zest and meaning robust health
Is a noble and worthwhile attainment benson 1958

richards in his book where Is wisdom stated
I1 speak of the religious doctrine which teaches that the human
body is sacred the veritable tabernacle of the divine spirit
which inhabits it and that it Is the solemn duty of mankind to
protect and preserve from pollution and unnecessary wastage and
weakness richards 1955

hanks explained

I1 am grateful to understand that my physical body Is an eternal
nonevil component of my eternal soul and that I1 have therefore
a duty to honor and respect and care for it and to refrain from
knowingly imposing upon it any treatment or substances
deleterious to it while I1 could not choose nor govern the
condition of the body intoimoinolmo whichhichaich i came I1 have the
responsibility to give it the best care I1 can and if I1 do not I1

am acting in derogation to a great gift of god hanks 1958

durham in an article entitled A new look at physical fitness

quoted several physical educators who maintained that too much time

6
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was spent upon intellectual development at the expense of physical

development durham 1966

in his article keeping physically fit robison stated

there Is a fundamental law that the tissue of the humanhuran body will
waste away through idleness and disease conversely muscles and
vessels that are stressed grow and increase in capacity this
same basic law also applies to masmans spiritual growth and his
mental capacity and progress and growth in either of these areas
can be achieved only by continual nourishment in daytodayday
living

to

not

day

only are allail of these areas physical spiritual
intellectual governed by these same laws but they also seem to
be inseparable in that one cannot reach his loftiest potential
without support and strength of others many members of the
church have developed themselves spiritually and intellectually
but they are being held back because of physical unfitness
robrobisonI1 son 1972

it appears that many LDS church leaders maintain that the body

mind and spirit are linked together and that the three variables must

be developed together although much has been said concerning

physical activity it wasntwast until 1975 that the LDS church developed

some specific guidelines for a fitness program over the signature of

the president of the quorum of the twelve LDS mission presidents were

instructed to promptly institute a fitness program for their

missionaries the following Is a quote from a letter sent to mission

presidents

members of the missionary committee have made a complete review
of a number of physical fitness programs in use to determine what
might be best suited to missionary needs

it has been found that most programs concentrate on muscle
development but many men have strong muscles but weak hearts
exercises to be most effective must take into consideration
cardiovascular development and increase cardiovascular endurance
church newsnewlnewa 1975

f un damentadalenta I1 I1 aw t I1 ss ue h umanuran w I1 I1 I1

on I1 y a I1 I1 areasphys I1 ca I1 s p I1 r I1 tua I1

intellectualgoverned

ch urch deve I1 opedaped themsethease I1 ves sp I1 r I1 tua I1 I1 y

phys
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the letter also pointed out that there was a direct correlation

between health and work output and between physical fitness and

spiritual development it mentioned specificspecifspecia exercises that would

help the missionaries and the amount of time to engage in physical

activity

this letter and other information were included in the church

news on february 1 1975 while the letter from president benson was

written to mission presidents the information was for the whole LDS

church membership that same month the ensign magazine published an

article by zirker entitled we didntdidn1didnt call it physical fitness the

article dealt with family fitness but there were some points made

which would apply to anyone starting a fitness program they were

1 the need for an appreciative audience or the company of

others

2 that variety sustains interest

3 that if the appetite is whetted the desire will be created

4 choose activities that are most readily accessible zirker

1975

three years later the ensign magazine had three more articles

that dealt with physical activity one was in february of 1978 and it
was entitled active mind active body by ellsworhellsworth the article

stated that church members needed to keep active physically mentally

and spiritually ellsworthellsworh related a story of a crossing guard in

lehilehl utah who would run 16 to 18 miles a day this Is not so unusual

except for the fact that he was 70 years old ellsworhellsworth went on to

state that if a person wants to get fit or stay fit he or she needs to

stay active ellsworhellsworth 1978

ic

amountof
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in june 1978 the ensign had an article by jacobson and vance

entitled Is more than ot fat the article dealt with six

women who exercised not because of feeling guilty but because they

wanted to establish a new relationship with their bodies after they

related these six case studies the authors suggested ways to get

started with references to turn to to get more information on the

subject of itnessfitnessatness jacobson & vance 1978

another article was from the text of an address by barbara B

smith then president of the relief society the title of her address

was good health A key to joyous living her address concerned

following good physical health goals she said

the lord promises that if we keep these commandments we shalishallshallshailshali run
and not be weary and shall walk and not faint wacd&cw&c 8920 the
lord might be making us aware of another law of healththehealth needthe
for proper exercise exercise such as walking and running and
other forms of rhythmic motion Is important in maintaining
cardiovascular fitness smith 1981

another attempt at directly encouraging the LDS church membership

to exercise came in 1980 when the LDS church introduced members to a

program that was designed to develop skills and good habits of physical

fitness awards were given to serve as a motivation the program was

set up on a point system and after the goal was met an award could be

obtained the awards were

1 bronze 200 points

2 silver 300 points

53 gold 400 points

there was a chart that could be kept so the participants could keep

track of their progress avant 1981

fit not

fee ling

f

healtha

he
dac
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elder L tom perry of the LDS churchschurch s council of the twelve said

the following about the program and exercise in general

ve been exercising most of my life but I1 really got serious
about it during the sesqui centennial when the awards program was
introduced I1 think itsts very important to be physically fit
the body Is the temple of mankind in order for him to better
utilize his spiritual side he must have a strong physical body

exercise Is definitely not play it a vital part of our
lives I1 think weeweve become spectators and not involved enough
we ought to cut out a little television time and put more of it
into physical exercise one should schedule time for exercise
just as one would schedule time for other activities such as
reading the scriptures or going to church meetings you build it
into a regular calendar so youll have time for it and so you can
keep track and reach your physical fitness goals asat well as other
pursuits in life when pmim physically fit everything else works
better for me I1 dontdot tire as fast avant 1981

in order to motivate members and keep the importance of physical

activity in the forefront of their thinking several articles espousing

physical fitness have appeared since 1980 in LDS church publications

one article was entitled stay healthy welfare services

suggests how the article dealt with various ways to stay healthy

including how to stay motivated to exercise the benefits of jogging

and guidelines for proper diet and exercise the article had 10

authors who wrote on a wide variety of topics ensigneulan 1981

another article by zimmerman entitled running away from it
all described the use of exercise in controlling weight zimmerman

stated that exercise

0 0 increases the efficiency of burning fat and therefore
prevents net loss of muscle tissue during dietingetingdielingdi it decreases
appetite relative to calories burned during increased activity
and it increases the body lean body mass while it decreases the
amount of fat to help maintain strength and fitness most of the
difficulties of losing weight through diet alone can be overcome
through endurance exercise zimmerman 1981

zimmerman wrote of four ways to lose weight

ive
sesquicentennial

its

bodys

lve
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1 run andor walk 10 miles per week spread over four or more

days

2 increase walking distance gradually to 20 miles per week

3 eat a balanced diet

4 listen to the body

he mentioned running because it was the right type of exercise

that Is a repetitive large muscle exercise running Is convenient and

can be either competitive or noncompetitive and Is also enjoyable he

explained that a distance of 20 miles per week reduced fat and made the

cardiovascular system more efficient zimmermanqimmermanbimmerman 1981

vriens published an article entitled home where the hearty

Is she quoted from fairbanksfairbanks1 book A principle with a promise in

which he indicated

health isnt just a state of not being illIII111ililil health Is the ability
to use the body to perform all needful activities health is
strength vigor endurance and robust appearance health Is lack
of fatigue the ability to think and make decisions quickly
unhampered by physical lethargy health Is bringing the body to
the same level of perfection to which the lord admonishes us to
bring our spirits vrlensuriensvriensorlensorlensVr 1981lens

vriens suggested using sound nutrition and sound exercise habits along

with proper rest in the area of exercise she suggested that people

be consistent be sure they are working toward desired resultsresul andtst

start at the level that the body can tolerate in its present condition

vriensVr 1981lens

in june 1981 the church news printed several articles on physical

fitness one article entitled omaha folks stay on the move told

about the omaha second wards way of staying fit one ward member

stated participants feel better and some excess weight has been

taken off another article grandmasgrandeasGrand inmas better shape told of a

L I1 sten

thelevel

qburcbnewa

1
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47yearold47 grandmotheryear inold arizona who jogged five miles a day six

days a week church newsnewa 1981 A third article reported on an

aerobic dance class and its success one participant had suffered a

heart attack in 1972 and had arthritis her doctor gave her permission

to go to the class and she said she now had more energy and inner

youth burchchurchhurch mejnews 1981

in 1982 two articles appeared one in the ensign and the other in

the churcheburqbur newsnewcb the ensignenglan article notes from a jogging saint by

kathykahy summers said that because of her jogging program her rewards

had been many she stated we have felt stronger and better and have

enjoyed a new awareness and gratitude for the temples in which our

spirits dwell summers 1982

the church news article consisted of seven statements from the

newsnews1newsy mormon forum section this particular forum dealt with ways a

person could stay on an exercise program the main points the

participants made were

1 enlist your heavenly fathers help in any exercise program

2 run with others so that you have a responsibility not to let

them down

3 keep a journal about each days running experience

4 develop discipline for other aspects of your life as well as

for exercising churchCb newsnedjonewjourch 1981

in 19851983 an aricieartcle appeared in the churchceburcbur newsnewacb entitled exercise

your right to obtain blessings by fisher he said the physical body

was important and for that reason we have been given numerous

guidelines from the lord on how to take care of the body he then

f ivelve

Q

qbuuhnqw5

gu I1 de I1 I1 nes

zie
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explained the role exercise had in keeping the body fit for the spirit
fisher 19831985

in 1984 another article by fisher appeared this time in the

ensign magazine entitled the weightlossweight battleloss helping your body

to win fisher said the key to losing weight was exercise he

indicated through exercise people can lose fat weight and not lean body

mass and that exercise changes the enzymes of the muscle system to be

more effective in burning fat he stated that the best type of

exercises were aerobic exercises because they help to reduce body fatfate

to be effective exercise must be performed at a moderate pace and

elicit heavy breathing but not so hard that a person cannot carry on a

conversation exercise should be engaged in five days per week or

more A person should start out moderately and increase duration

gradually he also instructed older people and people with special

health problems to consult a physician before starting an endurance

exercise program fisher 1984

summary

the review of literature revealed that the majority of adults in

the united states did not engage in an ongoing physical fitness

programpro AgramegramO shocking aspect of the survey was that less people

participated in activity in 1985 than in 1974

the literature review indicated that the leadership of the LDS

church and many members were committed to good health and recommended

that an exercise program be a part of any health program
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CHAPTER THREE

procedure

subject selection

three hundred and nine subjects 156 males and 153 females 18

years of age and older were surveyed in thishts study allail subjects

were residents of utah valley and lived in either lehilehl american fork

pleasant grove provooremProvo sprlngvlllespringvilleSpringOrem spanishville fork or payson the

number of subjects selected from each city was determined by counting

the number of pages of telephone numbers listed in the telephone book

and a proportional number of subjects was selected from each city

subjects were then randomly selected and enough subjects were surveyed

by telephone until the proper number of LDS people responded to the

questionnaire

questionnaire

A questionnaire was constructed to collect the data questions

concerning the following areas were utilized gender age religion

exercise habits knowledge of the LDS sports program and knowledge of

the LDS fitness programPro andgramP LDS church influence on participation in

physical fitness or sports activities

after the questionnaire was developed a panel of three experts

from brigham young university analyzed the questionnaire to determine

the validity of the questions appendix A contains the names and

addresses of the selected experts the questionnaire was then taken

al I1

f

ats
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o0 the instructional studies department at brigham young university to

be examined to determine its validity

A pilot study was then conducted to determine the ease of

administering the questionnaire twenty subjects 10 males and 10

females living in the LDS orem 74th ward were utilized for the pilot

study an example of the questionnaire used in this study can be

found in appendix B

data col lection

the questionnaire was then used by the researcher to collect the

data from the selected subjects all data were collected by telephone

in 1986 from june 2 to juneunbucb 5030 the calls were made after too100 pm

if the person selected did not wish to be part of the survey the next

person on the list was called if the subject was not at home a check

was made by the subjectsubjects name and at a later time the subject was

called again after three calls another subject was selected

consultation with a statistician determined that a total of 150

males and 150 females was sufficient to provide the necessary

information for the study enough people were contacted to complete

the sample size for data analysis in all 156 males and 153 females

responded to the questionnaire

data analysis

the questionnaire provided the data necessary for assessing the

influence the LDS church had on the exercise habits of members in utah

valley

in order to analyze the data tables were constructed to present

the totals and percentages of the selected questions to determine if

to

f rom J une J ca I1 I1 s after I1 00 p m
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any differences existed between the responses of men and women an

analysis of the data was computed utilizing chisquarechi and

significance was accepted at the .0505 level the formula for

chisquarechi was

x2xa QE
E f where

0 the observed

E the expected

X the means squared

square

square

0 E

05
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CHAPTER FOUR

analysis of data discussion conclusions

and recommendations

the purpose of this study was to assess the influence the church

of jesus christ of latterdaylatter saintsday has on the exercise habits of

members living in utah valleyvailey

in order to assess influence the researcher surveyed 309

latterdaylatter saintsday 156 males and 153 females 18 years of age and

older living in utah valley each respondent was surveyed by

telephone and asked questions referring to religious activity

exercise habits LDS church influence on decision to exercise and

awareness of and participation in LDS sports and fitness programs

the subjects contacted in this study were surveyed according to

gender age and clycity appendix C contains this information

the data presented in table 1 are the responses to a question on

activity in the LDS church according to the data 130 males and 129

females or 83 and 6484 respectively consider themselves regular

church attenders

table 2 contains responses to questions on exercise habits the

data revealed that 100 males 65 and 120 females 78 females

considered themselves regular exercisers of those who considered

themselves regular exercisers 73 males 72 and 115 females 97

exercised more than three days per week with 77 males 7550 and 117

females 98 exercising for 15 minutes or more per exercise session
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table 1

regular church atendersattendgustendersAttend

questionquegtfo

gu

gendergendecgendece afilfi t N t
are you a regular church attenderatenderalender male 130 83 26 17

female 129 84 24 16

total 259 84 50 16

table 2

exercise regularity frequencyerecoocla & durationdu

questionquputfo

rat

gender x& t HQ t
do you exercise regularly male 100 65 54 35

female 120 78 35 22

total 220 72 89 28

days individual exercisesweekexercise

less

sweek

than 3 days male 28 28
female 4 3

total 32 15

more than 3 days

minutesexerciseminuesexercise session

less than 15 min

male 73 72
female 115 97

total 188 85

male 24 25
female 2 2

toaitotaltoal 26 12
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table 2 condcontd

questquestionquestignI1ignon

more than 15 minmn

gender

male
female

total

ysa

77
117

194

t
75
98

88

ilotjoiio i

table 3 listsliss the types of exercises engaged in by the subjects

among the males 50 of those surveyed either jogged or walked with

cycling swimming or team sports basketballbasketba sofballsoftball etc ranked

third walking and aerobic dance were the choice of 73 of the female

subjects and cycling was ranked third appendix D contains further

information about the activities selected by various age groups

table 3

types of exercise activity

question

what type of exercise
do you do

male

activity

jogging
walking
cycling
swimming
team sports
weights
racquetballRacquet
calishenlcs

4balIballbail

tennis
rowing
aerobic dance
martial arts
lawn mowing

no

28
22
10
10
10

5

total 100

28
22
10
10
10
5
4
4
2
2
1

1

1

100
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2
2
1

1

1
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table 3 contd

activityact

female

i

walking

v

aerobic

I1

dance

tv

cycling

fema

jogging

I1

swimming

e

minttrampminimint

wa

racquetball
tramp

I1

dance

k

calcacai

I1

ishenlcsI1

ng

tennis
I1

weights

sthen

total

I1

no

cs

48
40
13

8
4
2
1

1

1

1

1

120

1

40
33
11

7
3
2
9.9
9.9
9.9
9.9
9.9

100

the data presented in table 4 are the responses to the influence

the LDS church had on the subjectsubjects decision to exercise among the

male subjects 27 26 said that the LDS church had influenced their

decision to exercise and of the female respondents 55 46 said

that the LDS church had influenced their decision to exercise

table 4

church influence on participants exerciseExerdecision

questionQ

claecizeclawto

xfi&uq ist toI1 tagngn

has the LDS church influenced
your decision to exercise

male 27 26 74 74
female 55 46 64 54

total 82 37 138 63

table 5 represents the data regarding the way the LDS church

encouraged the respondents to exercise of the subjects who felt

sw immi ng
MI n i
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influenced by the LDS churchchurchy 20 males 74 and 22 females 40 saldsaid

the LDS church generally encouraged itsIs members to be physically

active the scriptures especially the word of wisdom influenced

some of the respondents to exercise five males 19 and 21 females

5638 answered this way among the females eight subjects 15 said

that the relief society influenced them to exercise

table 5

ways LNIDS church influenced participants decisionsDagli tolonsions exerciseexorcize

question molmal

what way has the LDS church church 20 74
influenced your decision to scriptures 5 19
exercise other 2 7

female

church 22 40
scriptures 21 38
relief society 8 15
physical fitness
awards program 3 2
other 5 9

table 6 indicates responses to reasons why subjects exercised

other than LDS church influence many of the subjects indicated that

they just wanted to exercise or they have always exercised these

reasons were listed under personal reasons among male respondents

73 indicated they exercised for personal reasons 16 because of

health reasons 5 because of family reasons 3 because of the media

influence and 3 because of something they had learned at school

among female respondents 66 exercised for personal reasons 13

because of health reasons 8 were influenced by family 6 were

i nf I1 uencedfenced ma I1 es f emaera I1 es sa I1 d
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influenced by the media 2 saidsald that school had influenced them and

6 were influenced by friends

table 6

reasons other than IDS church that influenced participants decisiondecisigndeclDeci

o0

sign

exercise

question male number

if the LDS church has not influenced you o0
exercise what has influenced you personal 54 73

health 12 16
fam 11 y 4 5
media 2 3
school 2 3

female

personal 42 66
health 8 13
family 5 8
media 4 6
school 1 2
friends 4 6

the subjects responses to questions referring to their awareness

of the LDS sports program are found in table 7 of the subjects

surveyed 153 males and 143 females were aware of the LDS sports

program this accounted for 98 and 93 respectively

table 7

awareness of LDS sports program

question gender X i iio t
are you aware of the LDS male 153 98 3 2
sports program female 143 93 10 7

total 296 96 13 4

f r I1 ends
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table 7 contd

question0 genderU xax&esteat 21ign to i
have you ever participated male 121 78 35 22
in the LDS sportsspors program female 96 63 57 37

total 217 70 92 30

are you currently parlclparticipartica male 27 17 130 82
pat ing in the LDS sportsspors female 23 15 129 85
program total 50 16 259 84

when the subjects were asked if they had ever participated in the

sports program 121 78 males and 96 63 females responded in the

affirmative when asked about current participation 27 17 males

and 23 15 females said that they were currently participating

the data presented in table 8 are the responses to the questions

on awareness of and participation in the LDS physical fitness awards

program of the subjects surveyed 83 53 and 78 51 were aware

of the program and when asked if they had ever received an award

three 2 males and three 2 females said they had received such an

award when asked if they were currently working for an award two

1 males and 1 1 female responded in the affirmative

table 8

awareness of the LDS physical fitness awards program

question gender aasxas 1 to i
are you aware of the LDS male 83 53 73 49
physical fitness awards female 78 51 75 49
program total 161 52 148 48

have you ever received one male 3 2 153 98
female 3 2 150 98
total 6 2 303 98

pating
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table 8 contd

question gender xfi&

ma

31

I1

bibb

e

i
are you currently working malemaie 2 1 154 99
for one female 1 1 152 99

totaltota 3 1 306 99

in table 9 are the results of the chisquarechi test for

significance of various questions administered to the men and women in

the study in order to be significant the chlachl square had to be 5.02450245024

or greater the chisquarechi analysis revealed that significance

existed for 5 of the 11 areas surveyed

questions ay2y 3 and 4 showed significant differences for exercise

regularity along with exercise frequency and duration these three

areas showed that women exercised more regularly more often and for

a longer period of time than men question 5 showed that there was a

significant difference between men and women when it came to the

amount of influence the LDSLIDS church had on their exercise habits and

women were more influenced than men question 7 dealt with

participation in the LDS churchschurches sports program there was a

significant difference with more men than women having participated

in the sports program

table 9

results ofgf&hchlachl aguarsquare5guar analysis of selected questions forfocfod maleslegandmalegandMa and

females

question

1 are you a regular
church attender

gender ahqhte& I1fclfi chlachl square

male 130 26 .0505
female 129 24

fema I1 e
1

for

s i agngn I1 f i ca nt ch isqI uareaaresq ha d

2

regu I1 ar

so ua r

square

square
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table 9 contdcond

questqu ionlon0
2

t

do

i

you

on

exercise

gen

regularly

I

3 days individual exer
seweekciseweekcise

less

week

than 3 days

more than 3 days

4 minutesexercisemtnuesexerctseMinutes sessionexercise

less than 15 minmfnrinman

more than 15 min

5 has the LDS church
influenced your decision
o0 exercise

6 are you aware of the LDS

sports program

7 have you ever partici-
pated in the LDS program

8 are you currently parti-
cipating

9 are you aware of the LDS

physical fitness awards
program

10 have you ever received
one

11 are you currently
working for one

gender

malemaie
female

male
female

male
female

male
female

male
female

male
female

male
female

male
female

male
female

male
female

male
female

male
female

lwi

100
129

29
4

73
115

25
2

77
117

27
55

153
143

121
96

27
23

83
78

3
3

2
1

tia

54
34

75
64

3
10

35
57

130
129

73
75

153
150

154
152

chi square

5.83583583

27.182718

26.712671

9.19919

4.07407407

7.64764764

.2424

.1616

.001740017400174

.3232

significant at .025025 level
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discussion

in this study a large number of the people surveyed were regular

church attenders withwih 83 of the males and 84 of the females in this

category it may be assumed that withwih this type of attendance the

subjects would be aware of the LDS churchchurchs view concerning physical

fitness but when the data concerning the LDS churchschurches influence on

the decisions to exercise were examined only 27 of the males

indicated that church influence was a factor among females 46

indicated the LDS church was a factor in their decision to exercise

only 5 males out of 156 and 21 females out of 153 subjects

indicated that the LDS scriptures had an effect on their decision to

exercise yet a review of the literature revealed that for years LDS

church leaders have been using scripture references and religious

relationships as reasons for stimulating the human body through

physical activity it may be that the LDS church leaders can observe

a relationship between exercise and increased productivity and

spirituality but whether the lay membership Is influenced by this

factor Is questionable

A comparison of the regularity of exercise of LDS church members

and other people in the united states revealed some interesting facts

the presidentspresident council on physical fitness and sport in 1974

indicated that 55 of american adults engaged in an exercise program

but this number had dropped to 42 in 1985 the miller brewing

companycompanys study in 1983 revealed similar participation results the

findings of the LDS study show that 65 of the men and 1878 of the

women exercise on a regular basis this Is much higher than the

f ind I1 ngs
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national results this might be attributed to the emphasis placed

on section 89 of the doctrine and covenants known as the word of

wisdom which explains health principles

two of the factors that influence cardiovascular endurance are

frequency and duration of activity the recommended frequency Is at

least three times per week with 15 minutes or more duration for each

exercise session of the LDS subjects 85 of the regular exercisers

72 males and 97 females engaged in activity more than three days

per week and qaq888 75 males and 98 females of the people exercised

for more than 15 minutes each session if the people living in utah

valley represent other LDS individuals a large majority of LDS church

members are receiving a proper cardiovascular endurance stimulus to

obtain a training effect

the above observation Is further supported by the type of

activity engaged in by the subjects the four most common activities

for exercise were jogging walking cycling and aerobic dance which

are large muscle activities that contribute toward the aerobic

capacity of the human body

the LDS church has organized two programs related to physical

activity they are the LDS sports program and the LDS physical

fitness awards program when surveyed 96 of the people 98 males

and 9593 females were aware of the sports program and 70 had

participated at one time or another however only 6 were currently

engaged in the program at the time of the survey only 52 5553 males

and 5 females were aware of the fitness program participation was

extremely low with only 2 ever having received an award and only

currently working on an award

covenantsknown

wisdomwhich

16
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an examination of the relatively high participation rate of

exercise in this study indicates that a large number of the people

surveyed might qualify for the fitness award if the purpose of the

program Is to motivate activity it might be that LDS church leaders

should reexaminere theexamine methods used to explain this program to the

church members

A final result of this study was the difference between men and

women tnin the regularity of exercise women exercised more regularly

more often and for a longer period of time than men the study also

revealed that women were more influenced by the LDS church to exercise

than men if the LDS church wishes to exert a greater influence on

the males leaders might want to examine methods that have been used

to influence the women for example the relief society a womens

organization of the LDS church was mentioned by females but the

priesthood an organization for male members of the LDS church was

never mentioned as an influence in the decision to exercise

conclusions

the following conclusions were made as a result of the findings

of this study

1 women were more influenced by the LDS church to exercise than

men

2 LDS males and females exercise more than average adult

americans

3 walking jogging and aerobic dance were the most popular

choices for activity of LDS exercisers

4 members of the LDS church need to be made more aware of the

physical fitness awards program
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recommendations

1 lessons on physical fitnessfiness should be included in classes

taught for LDS male members

2 the LDS church should emphasize on an organized basis such

activities as walking jogging or swimming for its members

3 the LDS church might want to include additional activities in

their sports program such as road races cycling events or swimming

events that enhance cardiovascular endurance

4 the LDS church should emphasize and use all available

methods such as relief society priesthood sunday school young

women and primary classes to explain and promote the physical fitness

awards program
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CHAPTER FIVE

articleartcleariciearticie for publication

EXERCISE WHAT ARE WE TAUGHT

WHAT ARE WE DOING

and god said let us make man n our own image after our

likeness so god created man in his own image in the image of

god created he him male and female created he them genesis 126-

27

know ye not that ye are the temple of god and that the spirit

of god dwellehellehdwelleddw in you if any man defile the temple of god him

shall god destroy for the temple of god Is holy which temple ye are

1 corinthians 31617316

these

17

two scriptures probably describe as wellwelweliweil asI1 any the

sacredness of our bodies the question Is how well do we take care

of these sacred edifices

when adam and eve left the garden of eden they were told to live

by the sweat of their browbrowsbrowe they were faced with many physical

challenges and so ftit has been down through the ages but within this

century our lifestyle has become increasingly easier walking has

been replaced by riding hard manual labor has been replaced by

sitting behind a desk or flipping a switchswitchs many communicable

diseases which were once killers have been arrested these

in

0 1
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communicable diseases have been replaced by degenerative diseases

wlhwihwah cardiovascular disease including heart attacks and strokes being

the number one killer 1

how can we change this where can we turn for help

fortunately a great deal has been written on the subject of physical

health by our church leaders david 0 mckay indicated that

the healthy man who takes care of his physical being has
the strength and vitality his templetempie Is a fit place for his
spirit to reside it Is necessary therefore to care for our
physical bodies and observe the laws of physical health and
happiness 2

ezra taft benson has saldsaid

physical wellbeingwellweil Isbeing not only a priceless asset to one selfseif
it Is alsoaiso a heritage to be passed on withvith good health allail the
activities of lifeilfe are greatly enhanced A clean mindnind in a
healthy body enables one to render far more effective service to
others it helps one provide more vigorous leadership it gives
our very experience in life more zest and meaning robust health
Is a noblenobie and worthwhile attainment 3

marionmarlon D hanks commented

I1 am grateful to understand that my physical body Is an eternal
nonevilnon componentevil of my eternal soulsoui and that I1 have
therefore a duty to honor and respect and carecarg for it and to
refrain from knowingly imposing uponuron it any treatment or
substances deleterious to it while I1 could not choose nor
govern the condition of the body into which I1 came I1 have the
responsibility to give it the best care I1 can and if I1 do not I1

am acting in derogation to a great gift of god 4

two very good ways to take care of our bodies are to partake of

proper meals and engage in an exercise program many of our church

leaders have encouraged us to exercise because they know the import-

ance of keeping fit L tom perry stated

I1 think it very important to be physically fit the body Is
the temple of mankind in order for him to better utilize his
spiritual side he must have a strong physical body
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1I think weeweve become spectators and not involved enough we
ought to cut out a little television time and put it into
physical exercise one should schedule time for exercise just as
one would schedule time for other activities such as reading the
scriptures or going to church meetings 0 when pmim physically
fit everything else works better for me 5

in a conference address in october 1981 barbara B smith spoke

of fitness this way

the lord promises that if we keep these commandments we shallshalishallshail
run and not be weary and shall walk and not faint d&c 8920
the lord might be making us aware of another law of health the
need for proper exercise exercise such as walking and running
and other forms of rhythmic motiomotionmotlonbotio Is important in maintaining
cardiovascular fitness 6

A good exercise program should exercise the large muscles of the

body be done a minimum of three days per week and be engaged in for

not less than 15 minutes per exercise session 7 this type of

program brings the following positive results in the human body

I11 the resting heart rate Is decreased

2 endurance Is increased

3 the circulatory system becomes more efficient
4 the heart ejects more blood per beat

5 the capacity to utilize fats is increased 8

these are some of the things we have been taught what are we

doing about it in 1974 the presidentpresidents council on physical fitness

and sport released the results of a survey which showed that 55 of

the american adult population over the age of 18 was engaged in some

type of exercise program 9 in 1985 the department of health and

human services conducted a survey which said that less than half 42

of the american adult population 18 years of age or older were

involved in a consistent exercise program such as the one previously

f I1 t everythevereth I1 ng e I1 se for

f I1 tnessaness th Is
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described when the results are comparedcompa itredo indicates that the

american adult population Is exercising less than previously

As a result of this information the question arose concerning

the exercise habits of adult latterdaylatter saintsday in june of 1986 a

survey was completed by the department of physical educationsportseducation ofsportsspors

brigham young university this survey researched the exercise habits

of latterdaylatter saintsday living in utah valley the survey questioned 309

subjects 156 males and 153 females the survey covered these

questions

1 do you consider yourself a regular exerciser

2 how often do you exercise

3 how long do you exercise

4 has the LDS church had any influence on your decision to

exercise

5 are you aware of the LDS churchs sports program and the LDS

churchs physical fitness awards program

when the data were collected comparisons were made between men

and women the data showed that 65 of the males and 78 of the

females considered themselves regular exercisers of those who

exercised 72 of the males and 97 of the females said they exercised

for three or more days a week and 75 of the males and 9698 of the

females said they exercised for 15 minutes or more per exercise

session

when asked what types of activities they liked best 50 of the

males preferred jogging and walking while 7573 of the females

preferred walking and aerobic dance
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the LDS church influenced about half 46 of the females o0

exercise while 26 of the males said they were influenced by the

church to exercise one possible reason Is the LDS church membersmemrem

belief

berst

in the word of wisdom which teaches o0 abstain from alcohol

tobacco and hot drinks and o0 eat in moderation so that they can

run and not be weary walk and not faint

the last question dealt with the subjectsubjects awareness of the LDS

churchs sports program basketball volleyball etc and the LDS

churchechurchs physical fitness awards program it was found that almost

everyone surveyed had heard of the sports program males aq9q98 and

females 9593 and a majority had participated males 78 and females

6563 in this program

the physical fitness awards program data revealed different

results of those surveyed 5553 of the males and 5 of the females

had heard of the program but only 2 had ever received an award or

were working for one some of the reasons given for this lack of

participation were the lack of publicity in the wards what people

seemed to be saying was that although they had heard of the program

no one was pushing it on a local level A few respondents indicated

that they had qualified for the award but didtdidnt know how to receive

it no one surveyed realized that they could find out more about the

program by looking in their family home evening resource book

some observations that were made from this survey were that women

tended to exercise more than men they also tended to exercise more

frequently and for longer periods of time when they did exercise

also women tended to be more influenced by the LDS church to

f ema I1 es to

to

to
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the physical benefits of exercise but they also obtain some social

benefits men on the other hand do not get the lessons in

priesthood meeting with the exception of basketball men have a

tendency to do more of their activities on their own it takes more

discipline to exercise this way and this might be one possible reason

why fewer men exercise regularly

some conclusions that can be made from this survey are

1 LDS church members are more physically active than the

national averageaveramn

2 LDS women are more active than LDS men

3 LDS women are more influenced by the church to exercise than

LDS men

4 the LDS sports program Is wellweliweil known and actively used

5 the LDS physical fitness awards program Is not as wellwelweil knownI1

and Is not used to its potential

from this survey we can see that while we are above average we

still have room to improve we are taught to be an example to the

worldsworld to our neighborsneigh andborsaborss to our family if we are to lengthen

our stridestridel 11 as president kimball was so fond of saying we need to

have the stamina this can be reached only if we include physical

activity along with spiritual activity

Is
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exercise one reason for this probably stems from the fact that the

relief society has had lessons on physical fitness and many of the

local wards have programs for their womenworen not only do the womenworen get

the physical benefits of exercise but they alsoaiso obtain some social

benefits men on the other hand do not get the lessons in

priesthood meeting withvith the exception of basketball men have a

tendency to do more of their activities on their own it takes more

discipline to exercise this way and this might be one possible reason

why fewer mennen exercise regularly

somesone conclusions that can be made from this survey are

1 LDS church members are more physically active than the

national average

2 LDS women are more active than LDS men

3 LDS women are more influenced by the church to exercise than

LDS mennen

4 the LDS sports program Is wellweliweil known and actively used

5 the LDS physical fitness awards program Is not as wellweliweil known

and Is not used to its potential

from this survey we can see that while we are above average we

still have room to improve we are taught to be an example to the

world to our neighbors and to our family if we are to lengthen

our stride as president kimbalikimball was so fond of saying we need to

have the stamina this can be reached only if we include physical

activity along with spiritual activity
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1 philip E allsenalisen physical education sporssports 269 SFH brigham

young university

2 A garth fisher physicaphysical

phil ip al lsenisen

1 education sporssports 116 RB brigham

young university

3 eimoelmo S roundy physical education 214 RB brigham young

university
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I1 nf I1 uencedfenced

1 what Is your religious preference
a LDS d other
b caholcahal ic e none
c protestant

2 do you consider yourself a regular church attender
yes no

3 do you exercise regularly
yes no

if yes
a what kind of exercise do you do
b how often per week do you exercise

1 three or more days per week
2 less than three days per week

4 how many minutes do you usually exercise
a more than 15 continuous minutes without stopping
b less than 15 continuous minutes

5 has your church had any influence on your decision to exercise
yes no

if yes
a in what way

if no
b what or who influenced you

6 are you aware of the LDS churchs sports program
yes no

if yes
a have you ever participated in it

yes no

b are you currently participating in it
yes no

7 are you aware of the LDS churchschurch s physical fitness awards
program
yes no

if yes
a have you ever received one

yes NQno

b are you currently working for one
yes no
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8 your age category
182418 45544524
253425

54
55645534

354435
64

6544 & over

9 gender
ma I1 e female
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cyalcycl ing

1824 2554234252 3544355434 45544544 55645554 6564 & over totalta
malemaie

jogging 5 13

walking 0O 2
cycling 3 2
swimming 2 5
team sports 3 4
weights 3 2
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manual labor
pushed lawn
mowers 0 1

5 4 1

3 3 5
2 1 0
2 0 0
3 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 1

1 0 2
2 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0

0 0 0

0 28
9 22
2 10
1 10
0 10
0 5
0 4
0 4
0 2
0 2
0 1

1

0 1

total exercisers 17 36 18 8 9 12 100

ma I1 e

ca I1 I1 sthentstrent I1 cs

18 24
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assessment OF INFLUENCE THAT THE CHURCH OF

JESUS CHRIST OF LATTERDAYLATTER SAINTSDAY HAS ON

EXERCISE HABITS OF ITS MEMBERS LIVING

IN UTAH VALLEY

gary L presonpreston

department of physical educationsportseducation

MS

sports

deareedegree august 1987

ABSTRACT

this study identified and analyzed the influence the church of
jesus christ of latterdaylatter saintsday had on the decision of 309
respondents to exercise the data obtained from the queslonalresquestionairesquestionnairesquestion
were

alresaires
analyzed using chisquarechi to compare males and females within

the limitations of this study the following conclusions were
justified women were more influenced by the LDS church to exercise
than men LDS males and females exercised more than average american
adults walking jogging and aerobic dance were the most popular
choices of LDS exercisers and there Is a need to improve the
awareness of LDS members concerning the physical fitness awards
program
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